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7th Edition Cheryl Hanna Legal Rights of Women Interns:
We welcomed Vermont Law School (VLS) students Arden Florian ’16 and Maeve Callaghan ’16 as participants in the Cheryl Hanna Legal Rights of Women Internship in spring 2015. These interns researched state and federal statutes and worked with experts in the field to update this handbook. VLS professor Cheryl Hanna, an expert on constitutional law, women’s rights, and the Supreme Court, passed away in 2014. She was a frequent partner in and advocate of VCW’s work and had recruited and supervised VLS students to update this publication in 2011. VCW named this internship after her in tribute. She is missed. Said Marc Mihaly, president and dean of Vermont Law School, “Cheryl was a role model to many on the VLS campus and beyond, and we are pleased to see her legacy continue in the work of our mission-driven students.”
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